We present in this paper a framework for the automatic detection and localization of defects inside bridge decks. Using GroundPenetrating Radar (GPR) raw scans, this framework is composed of a feature extraction algorithm using fractals to detect defective regions and a deconvolution algorithm using banded-independent component analysis (ICA) to reduce overlapping between reflections and to estimate the radar waves travel time and depth of defects. Results indicate that the defects' estimated horizontal location and depth falling within 2 cm (76.92% accuracy) and 1 cm (84.62% accuracy) from their actual values.
Introduction
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is a nondestructive technique that creates a continuous two-dimensional crosssectional image of the scanned medium and its internal objects. The GPR antenna transmits polarized pulses of electromagnetic waves through the scanned medium where portion of these radiations gets attenuated due to natural absorption. At the boundary between two electrically different materials (i.e., different dielectric constants or electrical conductivities), some radiations reflect back while the rest refract and continue their penetration. The A-scan and Bscan are the two commonly used formats for raw GPR data presentation. The A-scan, also known as a trace, is obtained by placing the GPR antenna above the target surface and recording reflected signals. The B-scan, also known as a line scan, is obtained by moving the GPR antenna over the target surface and recording the reflected signals at regular intervals. Each column of the B-scan is a single A-scan taken at a specific location.
According to a 2006 study by the American Society of Civil Engineers, 29% of bridges in the United States are considered structurally deficient or functionally obsolete due to overdue maintenance [1] . GPR can be used to detect defects in concrete bridge decks [2, 3] . The most common defects in bridge decks are delaminations and air voids. Delaminations result from rebar corrosion due to moisture and deicing salts which causes a fracture plane to develop. This results in the creation of concrete-air-concrete interfaces in raw GPR scans. Figure 1 shows a simulated concrete bridge deck with embedded known defects (delaminations and voids). Figure 2 is an example GPR scan of the simulated bridge deck. In this figure, three boundaries are shown: the airsurface of the concrete boundary resulting in the selfcoupling bands, the concrete-rebar boundary resulting in the hyperbolic arcs, and the concrete-base boundary resulting in noncontinuous segments since reflections from targets under rebar peaks are masked by their strong reflections. Delaminations have a white-black-white reflection as shown in Figure 2 . Air-filled voids have a black-white-black reflection due to the phase inversion since the electromagnetic waves propagate from a higher to a lower dielectric constant material (concrete-air interface).
The main challenge in using GPR for bridge deck condition assessment is the need for an experienced operator who can manually interpret raw scans and determine the defect types and locations. Since defects have irregular shapes with different refractive indices from their surrounding medium, they emerge as new objects or layers in GPR scans. Consequently, automating the detection process will require a feature extraction method that can efficiently model different types of irregular shapes with reduced computational needs. The reported work of using GPR in bridge deck condition assessment can be categorized into three groups: manual analysis, signal and image processing, and inverse scattering approaches. Manual analysis methods are time consuming, and the accuracy of the detection process depends on the technician's trained eye [2, 3] . The second group involves using signal and image processing methods to detect and/or characterize subsurface defects [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Unfortunately, none of the proposed methods were able to provide defect coordinates. Inverse scattering approaches use the Finite Difference Time Domain method as a subsurface modeling tool through approximating the physical geometry, material properties, and embedded targets [9] . Unfortunately, most of the developed models were not validated with real data from bridge decks to evaluate their performance in subsurface defects detection. Also, the developed models did not localize and characterize the subsurface defects. This paper presents an automated algorithm for determining the coordinates of defects in bridge decks using only the underlying B-scan with no need for training the algorithm using other scans. Therefore, the proposed algorithm saves the time and effort involved in inspection and provides a more accurate condition assessment method.
Background

Fractal Analysis.
The word fractal describes objects that are detailed at different scales. Most nature-made shapes such as defects in bridge decks are complex and have irregular edges. Therefore, a mathematical tool is needed to describe heterogeneity of real objects when classical Euclidean geometry fails to model.
Fractal sets can be divided into self-similar sets and self-affine sets. Self-similar sets describe data that repeat themselves (or their statistics) when different axes are magnified by the same factor while self-affine sets describe data that preserve their shape (or their statistics) only when different axes are scaled differently. Mathematically if a signal x(t) has a fractal feature structure, then it should satisfy the scaling law under the scale conversion (t → λt)
where H is the Hurst exponent. If H is equal to 1, then x(t) is a self-similar function otherwise it will be a self-affine function. For a signal, H will be in the range [0, 1] as will be shown in (9) . Number of independent variables required to describe a point in a set is the topological dimension of that set. The Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension (HBD) of a fractal set is a fractional number greater than its topological dimension that can be used to measure irregularity of that set. In practice, it is difficult to measure the HBD of a fractal set in its rigorous definition [10] . Therefore, several methods have been proposed in the literature to approximate it such as Fractal Brownian Motion (fBm), Box Counting Method (BCM), and Hurst Method (HM) [10] . Applying these methods to the same set does not necessarily result in the same estimated value of fractal dimension (FD). These differences are due to the estimation algorithm used by a particular method which is application dependent. As a preprocessing stage, we compared between the performances of fBm, BCM, and HM and found fBm to be the most suitable for GPR data [11] .
For a signal, the estimated fractal dimension will be in the range between 1 and 2. If the estimated FD is close to 1, a high neighbor-to-neighbor correlation will be present (smooth signal). If the estimated FD is close to 2, a high negative correlation will be present (nonsmooth signal). Figure 3 shows two traces extracted from the B-scan of Figure 2 . The first one is extracted at the center of the defective region while the second one is extracted from its edge. Both traces have a topological dimension of 1, meaning that classical Euclidean geometry is unable to differentiate between them. On the other hand, both traces have different fractal dimensions with higher value for the first one. In other words, the estimated fractal dimension describes the relation between signal variance and the time scale.
Both roughness and topology of interfaces inside the scanned medium are imprinted in the recorded GPR traces where these traces are considered as self-affine functions of time [12] . A number of fractal-based algorithms were proposed in the literature to identify targets from raw GPR scans such as complex trace analysis [13] and fractal Brownian motion [14] .
Deconvolution.
A raw GPR trace (g) consists of a number of reflected pulses with each pulse being a delayed and attenuated version of the initial transmitted pulse ( f ). This can be modeled as a convolutive mixture of transmitted pulse (incident pulse) and impulse response of the scanned concrete slab (h) as shown in (2) , resulting in one equation with two unknowns per reflected GPR trace:
Such a problem can be solved using the deconvolution process to reduce overlapping between reflections from closely spaced targets and recover impulse response of the scanned slab. Many deconvolution algorithms have been proposed in the literature such as singular value decomposition (SVD) [15] , subset selection deconvolution algorithm (SSDA) and banded-ICA [16, 17] , maximum entropy blind deconvolution [18] , and quasi-Newton blind deconvolution [19] , to name a few.
Six different deconvolution methods including Wienerbased methods were examined in [7] . It was concluded that the Homomorphic deconvolution outperformed all the other techniques. Another comparison between different deconvolution approaches such as Wiener, Homomorphic, SVD, SSDA, and Discrete Wavelet transform for our GPR data is provided in [20] . It was concluded that SVD outperformed the other algorithms where the obtained measurements (amplitudes of the embedded targets and their depths) in the recovered impulse responses of the scanned medium using SVD were closer to the actual measurements in comparison with results of the other algorithms. The convolution process of (2) can be modeled using matrix operations (g = Fh) where the convolution matrix F is defined as
where nw is number of samples of the incident pulse vector
T , n is number of samples of the GPR trace g, t i represents time index, and i = 1, 2, . . . , nw. (2) and by assuming the source signals have non-Gaussian distribution and statistically independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) at different times, the linear ICA algorithm (x = As) can be used to model (2) where the GPR trace is defined as
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ICA. Independent component analysis is a statistical technique that can be used to decompose source signals s i (t) within observed signals x i (t). Equipped with
T , its impulse response as
T , and the mixing matrix A is equal to the convolution matrix F (A = F). Statistically independent and identically distributed at different times signals description refer to the assumption that each signal has the same distribution as the other signals and all signals are mutually independent. Since an impulse response signal of the scanned concrete slab is a sparse signal representing the layered structure of that slab, it has a super-Gaussian distribution and thus it meets the non-Gaussianity requirement condition.
Utilizing the prior information about nature of the convolution matrix (i.e., banded matrix), the blind deconvolution problem can be converted into a blind source separation problem. However, this represents a single-input singleoutput ICA model which is inadequate for the underlying problem since statistics of the independent components cannot be characterized. In order to form a multidimensional ICA model (X = AS), time-delayed versions of x(t) and s(t) can be used to construct multidimensional matrices according to
Unfortunately, these two equations are inadequate for the ICA model as is since the first few rows/columns of S and X have few nonzero elements meaning that statistics of the independent components cannot be constrained due to lack of information. To overcome this challenge, an approximate convolutional model is proposed to solve the lack of information problem by discarding the first few rows of X and S which consequently reduce the number of zerovalued elements in the first few rows [16, 17, 21] . Thus, (4) can be rewritten as (6) where size of the approximate convolution model (m) is less than size of the GPR trace (n). A number of ICA estimation methods have been reported in the literature such as Flexible ICA [22] , Complex ICA [23] , and Efficient FastICA (EFICA) which is a statistically efficient version of the FastICA algorithm with an added computationally complexity [24] . However, it has superior separation performance as was reported in the literature [24, 25] . A number of banded-ICA deconvolution algorithms were proposed to deconvolve GPR traces [17, 26, 27] . As they reported, the estimated independent component is a delayed version of the original source signal which prevents accurate depth estimation. Also, best value of m is determined manually for each case or assumed equal to the length of the corresponding GPR trace (n). The banded-ICA algorithm outperformed both the SVD and the SSDA algorithms in deconvolving GPR scans of simulated concrete bridge decks [16] , however, the best value of m was determined manually for each trace which restricted the complete automation of defect detection process.
Depth Estimation.
There are different methods to estimate depth of a target from GPR scans such as ground truth (velocity analysis), dielectric tables, and hyperbolic shape analysis [28] . Since the dielectric constant of concrete is in the range [4.5, 9] , the dielectric tables' method assumes a dielectric constant value of 6.25 and approximates velocity of radar waves through the medium using (this equation is obtained from (8))
where c is speed of light in the vacuum (2.998 × 10 8 m/s) and ε is the dielectric constant. The depth of a defect is determined as
where η represents refractive index of the target medium, ε represents the dielectric constant of the scanned medium, μ is its relative permeability, and t d is the round-trip travel time between source and defect. In case of bridge decks, μ is approximately equal to one and thus η ≈ √ ε. It is worthy to state here that the dielectric tables' method is the simplest but the least accurate method [28] .
In the hyperbolic shape analysis method, the velocity of radar waves is estimated based on shape of the hyperbolic reflections using the Migration function in RADAN, a software package developed exclusively for GPR data by GSSI Inc. [29] . If the materials in the scanned medium have low dielectric constant, radar waves propagate with high velocity resulting in wide hyperbolae. This method does not require prior knowledge of a target's depth (such as rebar) to estimate the velocity, but requires a skillful operator to work with RADAN to manually analyze the GPR scans. Since the depth of rebar in bridge decks is known, the velocity analysis method will be used in this work to estimate depth of defects.
Defect Detection Framework and Modeling
The proposed framework consists of three stages to identify and localize defects in concrete as shown in Figure 4 : a fractal analysis stage for the feature extraction, a banded-ICA stage for the deconvolution of the defective region traces, and a velocity analysis stage to estimate the depth of defects. As a preprocessing step, a zero correction is performed on raw Bscans that involves the deletion of first part of the B-scan all the way to the first positive peak of the ground band reflection. This step is intended to enable depth estimation with respect to the ground line. 
Fractal-Based Feature Extraction.
In this work, a fractalbased feature extraction (FBFE) algorithm is proposed and applied to each A-scan extracted from the B-scan. FBFE can be summarized in the following steps after normalizing all traces to zero mean.
(1) Feature vectors can be constructed according to the scanning method (see Figure 1(a) ). In the case of having the survey line perpendicular to the rebar, the dominant reflections are from rebar and targets above it with the strongest reflections coming from the defect as shown in Figure 2 . When the survey line is parallel to the rebar, most of the reflections are from deeper objects with rebar reflections being minimized as will be shown in Figure 13 . These differences caused us to seek different feature vectors to characterize traces.
(a) When the scan is conducted perpendicular to the rebar, the first feature vector, f G , consists of time-domain statistical features such as fractal dimension (FD), root mean square (RMS), energy, and number of local maximum points (peaks). The RMS and energy are determined from the GPR trace and from its DFT real part values. The second feature vector, f L , contains the value of the summation of peak-to-peak value at each local maximum point. (b) When the scan is parallel to the rebar, the first feature vector, f G , is constructed in the same way as in (a) above, but without the energy feature since it proved to be not efficient for defective and normal traces while the second vector feature, f L , containing the square mean root (SMR) of each GPR trace which is viewed as a reasonable compromise between the geometric and the arithmetic means [30] .
(2) The fractal Brownian motion method is used to estimate the fractal dimension of the GPR trace x(t) [17] . The double logarithmic plot of E[x(t + Δt) − x(t)] 2 versus step size, Δt, is obtained for various values of the step size Δt and the fractal dimension, FD, is estimated as
where Dividing it over the total number of columns in the B-scan and multiplying it by the length of the B-scan, the horizontal location of defect is determined as
where N d represents Defect's column number, N c represents total number of columns in the B-scan (300-375 depending on the scan), and L s represents length of the B-scan in cm.
A number of evaluation measures are used in this paper to assess the classification performance of the proposed FBFE algorithm. We define false negative FN as the case of failure to detect a defect and false positive FP as the case of declaring a nonexisting defect. Precision is defined according to (11) while recall is defined according to (12) as follows:
where TP represents number of correctly classified defects.
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Deconvolution Using Banded-ICA.
Our banded-ICA algorithm is a modified version of a previously developed algorithm in [16] . In the current version, we intended to increase sparseness of the estimated independent components so that they model the layered structure of the scanned medium. Also, the independent component with highest sparseness was selected as the best candidate while in the current version a more effective criterion is used to select the best candidate as will be shown in step (5) . Finally, the size of the convolutional model m is determined automatically for each trace as explained in the parameter analysis, under the "size of the convolution model." It can be summarized in the following steps.
(1) Let x represent a defective trace marked by the FBFE algorithm.
(2) The mixture matrix X is constructed according to (5).
(3) Since the source signal to be estimated (impulse response) is sparse and consists a number of sharp spikes with relatively flat area between them (representing the layered structure of the scanned concrete deck), the separating matrix W m×m is initialized to the identity matrix.
(4) Mahalanobis transformation is used to whiten the mixture matrix X as follows:
where X represents mean of the mixture matrix X and C represents its covariance matrix. The whitening step is a decorrelation process that results in an identity covariance matrix.
(5) EFICA is used to decompose the whitened mixture matrix in order to recover m independent components. The selected independent component (best candidate) is to satisfy the following conditions.
(a) It should have a minimum number of spikes n s (since the defect may mask reflections from targets beneath it) as defined by
where n i is the number of interfaces in the scanned concrete slab. (b) It should lead to the minimum mean square error (MMSE) according to
where g is the GPR trace and * represents the convolution process between the estimated incident pulse of the GPR antenna f and the current estimated independent component or its horizontally flipped version, y i , for all i = 1, . . . , m.
Depth Estimation Using Velocity Analysis.
The velocityanalysis-based depth estimation method can be presented as follows.
(1) The initial total range of a GPR trace is 10 ns. After applying zero-correction step, the new total range of the GPR trace is found using
where L z represents the length of the trace after zero correction, L o represents the original length of the trace, and T r represents the total range.
(2) Velocity of radar waves through layers of the scanned medium can be approximated using (17) (based on (8)) and noting that the depth of the rebar, d r in the concrete bridge decks is known:
where V is the speed in cm/s, d r is rebar depth in cm, and t r is the round-trip travel time to the rebar.
(3) Using (8), the actual depth of the defect is estimated. The spikes in the deconvolved trace are on a oneto-one correspondence with the ground line, defect, rebar, and bottom of the simulated deck as shown in Figure 8 . The round-trip travel times of the rebar t r and defect t d are determined as
where S r and S d represent the corresponding spike location of the object (rebar or defect), L dt represents the deconvolved trace length, and the new total range T n was defined in (16).
Experimental Results
Experimental Setup.
Two 15 cm deep concrete slabs were constructed to simulate bridge decks: one with several embedded defects of known dimensions and locations as shown in Figure 1 and one with no defects. PVC pipes and Styrofoam blocks were used to model air-void and delamination defects, respectively [2] . The slab is 114 cm long, 114 cm wide, and 15 cm deep with one bottom layer of rebar in both directions spaced at 15 cm on center and placed 6 cm and 7.5 cm deep with rebar cover of 6 cm. The simulated bridge decks are an accurate model of a single layer of rebar in reinforced concrete slabs where a single layer of rebar is a mesh of perpendicular steel bars embedded parallel to the concrete's surface at a single depth. While the rebar location in the concrete deck may vary from one bridge to another, it is known to the user from the bridge design documents (prior information). Additionally, the types and behavior of expected defects in bridge decks are also known. Therefore, simulating the defects is a reasonable approach in developing the algorithm using laboratory experiments.
Advances in Civil Engineering A 1.5 GHz (GSSI model 5100) bistatic antenna is used to scan the concrete slabs with the dielectric constant set to 6.25 [31] . Fourteen scans (labeled as scans 1 through 14) each of length 94 cm were collected of which five for the normal slab and nine for the defective one. Figure 5 (f) (scan 13) shows a GPR scan data with embedded delamination defect that masked reflections from the third rebar. No defective segments are declared by the proposed fractal-based feature extraction algorithm after applying it to the aforementioned scans. The delamination defect in Figure 5 (f) is barely visible with low contrast from its surrounding background. Therefore, the proposed FBFE algorithm was not able to detect this defect. Table 1 shows results of applying the proposed FBFE algorithm to the nine defective scans. The proposed method detects eight of the nine defective scans. Further, the average difference between the estimated and actual horizontal location in the eight scans is 1.77 cm which indicates the applicability of the proposed algorithm in this field. Also, FBFE algorithm is able to detect and mark the defective regions using only the underlying B-scan with no need for the number of B-scans for algorithm training. Table 2 shows false positive, false negative, accuracy, precision, and recall for the FBFE algorithm applied the fourteen scans. As the table indicates, it has a zero false positive rate, low false negative rate, and high accuracy. The fBm method takes the difference between a shifted version of the signal and the original signal which covers most of the neighbor-to-neighbor variations and consequently has high accuracy as Table 2 shows.
Results of the Defect Detection
The marked defective traces from the FBFE method were used for the deconvolution process to reduce overlapping between reflections from adjacent targets and estimate the round-trip travel time to and from the embedded defects and rebar. The velocity analysis method is used to estimate depth (in cm) of detected defects as shown in Table 3 . As the table shows, the estimated depth in all scans is within 1.3 cm from the actual depth. Also, the average difference between actual and estimated depth in all scans is 0.58 cm which shows robustness of the proposed method.
Given a raw B-scan as an input, applying the feature extraction algorithm followed by banded-ICA deconvolution algorithm marks the defective regions. Figure 6 (a) shows raw B-scan (scan 2) with an embedded air-void defect that lies above the sixth and seventh hyperbolae. Figure 6(b) shows the processed scan where the defective region is partially marked. Figure 7 (a) shows raw B-scan (scan 5) with two embedded delamination defects. The first defect is shallower than the other one and is partially overlapped with the black section of the ground coupling band, while the second defect lies right above the sixth hyperbola. Figure 7(b) shows the processed scan where the two defective regions are successfully marked. Figure 8 (a) shows a raw B-scan (scan 6) with a shallow embedded air-void defect that is overlapped with the black section of the ground coupling band. Figure 8(b) shows the processed scan where the defective region is successfully marked. Figure 9 (a) shows raw B-scan (scan 7) with two embedded delamination defects that lie above the first and second hyperbolae where the first defect is shallower than the second one. Figure 9(b) shows the processed scan where the two defective regions are successfully marked. Figure 10 (a) shows a raw B-scan (scan 9) with shallow embedded air-void defect that is partially overlapped with the black section of the ground coupling band. Figure 10(b) shows the processed scan where the defective region is successfully marked. Figure 11(a) shows a raw B-scan (scan 10) with two embedded delamination and air-void defects. The delamination defect has a low contrast and thus is barely visible while the air-void defect has a strong reflection and shallower than the delamination defect. Figure 11 (b) shows the processed scan where both defects are successfully marked. Figure 12 (a) shows a raw B-scan (scan 11) with two embedded delaminations defects. Figure 12(b) shows the processed scan where the first and second defective regions are successfully and partially marked. Figure 13(a) shows a raw B-scan (scan 14) with two embedded delamination and air-void defects. Figure 13(b) shows the processed scan where both defects are partially marked.
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None of the methods discussed in the literature were able to provide defect coordinates [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Our proposed framework localizes defects in bridge decks. This framework uses several parameters that impact the performance and accuracy of results such as dielectric constant value, minimum defective segment length, size of the convolutional model, and the parameter alpha. Our selection of these parameter values can be justified as follows.
Dielectric Constant ε. The dielectric constant reflects velocity of radar waves through the scanned medium. Higher value of the dielectric constant indicates a slower travel time and thus shallower penetration. The depth estimation accuracy depends on the proper choice of the dielectric constant during the data collection process as (8) indicates. If the used value of the dielectric constant ε during the data collection process is different from the proper value ε in the amount of Δ, then the estimated depth will be different from the actual depth as shown in
One possible way of finding the proper value of ε is by measuring velocity of radar waves through the scanned medium using the Migration function supplied by RADAN [29] . A hyperbola is fitted over a rebar hyperbola and, from which, speed of radar waves through the scanned medium is estimated (see the hyperbolic shape analysis method on page 5).
The estimated velocity of radar waves for the constructed slab is found as 12 cm/ns. Therefore, the dielectric constant is 
Since the concrete slab has homogenous materials, the dielectric constant should not change significantly with depth (as opposed to the soil). Therefore, assuming a constant value of the dielectric constant for the concrete slabs should not affect the depth estimation accuracy [31] .
Minimum Defective Segment Length T. The densest recommended number of scans per cm for concrete structures using the 1.5 GHz antenna is 4 scans per cm [28] . The GPR antenna is set to 3.3 scans per cm during the data collection process. The determination of this number is based on the antenna frequency, estimated size of smallest target, and estimated depth of the shallowest target. The smallest defect embedded in the slabs is 3.81 cm wide. Ideally, T should be 3.3 * 3.81 = 12.5 or less to detect the smallest defect expected. Since the proposed FBFE algorithm may detect parts of the defective region (see Figure 13 ) due to that fact that a defective region may have stronger reflections in some parts than other parts, the threshold value, T, is set to 7 to be able to detect defective regions as small as 2 cm. This user-defined parameter can be adjusted depending on the application nature. the deconvolution step. Four defective traces were preprocessed to form a set of typical values of m according to m = n − k, where k ∈ {11, 32, 50, 54} and n represents trace's length. For each new defective trace to be deconvolved, the value of m that minimized the mean square error (MMSE), according to (15) , was chosen. The aim of the proposed algorithm is to qualify few numbers of traces (each one corresponds to a defective region center) to be deconvolved from the whole B-scan. Each defective trace models different objects at different depths. Therefore, using four typical values of m is more efficient than using a single value.
Parameter Alpha (α). The value of α is used to enable the algorithm in estimating the distance between the mean of features of traces within a region of interest and the mean of features of all traces in a B-scan. Figure 14 figures show that the statistical features used in the feature extraction algorithm are distributed over a small range around the mean, therefore, the mean is a good measure for the simulated bridge decks data. As we found from preprocessing, if α is within one distance from the standard deviation of the mean of all features in a B-scan, then this is sufficient to declare a region defective, resulting in α ∈ [0, 1] . This allows the proposed algorithm to detect defective regions using only the underlying B-scan with no need for training the algorithm using other B-scans. Therefore, any value of α in the above range can be used. In this work, we chose α = 0.25.
Concluding Remarks
An automated defect detection and localization framework for concrete bridge decks is presented in this paper. The framework consists of three algorithms: (1) fractal-based feature extraction algorithm to detect defective regions; (2) banded-ICA deconvolution algorithm to reduce overlapping reflections from closely spaced targets and to recover travel time to and from detected defects and rebar; (3) velocity analysis method to estimate depth of detected defects. This framework was implemented and tested using fourteen raw GPR scans of two simulated 15 cm concrete bridge decks with known defect types and locations; five of the fourteen are from the normal slab, and the rest are from the defective one. The nine defective scans contained fourteen defective regions.
At the boundary (e.g., change of material, moisture) between two electrically different materials (i.e., different dielectric constants or electrical conductivities), some of the transmitted GPR radiations reflect back while the rest refract and continue their penetration. The reflected radiations at the boundaries appear as spikes in the impulse response of the scanned medium, making the detection of these layers (and potentially defects) possible.
Results indicate that the FBFE algorithm detected thirteen out of fourteen defective regions with average difference between actual and estimated horizontal locations of 1.77 cm resulting in high accuracy, recall, and precision. Results also demonstrate that the FBFE algorithm has low false negative and false positive rates. The proposed FBFE algorithm is able to detect and mark defective regions using only the underlying B-scan with no need for a number of Bscans for the purpose of algorithm training as required by other methods. Additionally, the results of the banded-ICA deconvolution algorithm and the velocity analysis method indicate that the average difference between actual and estimated depth is 0.58 cm.
Finally, the current state of the art in GPR-based condition assessment is focused on identification (full or partial) of defective regions without localization. Our integrated FBFE and banded-ICA framework was also able to correctly Advances in Civil Engineering 13 identify and label the defective regions (thirteen out of fourteen-nine full and four partial). In addition, we were able to fully identify defect coordinates for nine cases and to partially mark four additional cases. Since our ultimate goal is to maximize full defect detection, future work will focus on further refinements to the algorithm to improve the full detection results.
While the banded-ICA deconvolution algorithm is robust, it is computationally demanding. Therefore, future work should improve its execution time and reduce its computational complexity. Future work should also focus on integrating a classifier into our framework for defect-type characterization. Finally, future work will focus on evaluating and validating the proposed framework using real bridges' GPR data.
